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Indimate - a new player on the motorcycle safety scene releases an
innovative and unique product.

Tauberbischofsheim, Germany, 01. Febuary 2023- “A biker who’s forgotten to turn off their indi-
cator is riding towards you. And as you roll your eyes in your helmet, you notice that you’ve also 
been inadvertently indicating for many miles.” – MOTORRAD, Europe’s largest motorcycle mag-
azine - Article Link. Indimate is a safety device which easily connects to any motorcycle’s wiring 
and relays a reassuring *ticking* sound to the rider’s in-helmet intercom when indicating. This 
way, it’s almost impossible to forget to turn them off.

How it works

Indimate is designed to be fitted in minutes, even if you have no technical experience. The device 
is connected to the battery terminals using standard fork connectors and taps into the indicator 
wires using the popular and non-intrusive POSI-TAP™. When an indicator is turned on, the device 
automatically connects to the Indimate App (available on IOS and Android) and plays an adjust-
able *ticking* sound when either indicator is active. To hear the indicators while riding, connect 
your in-helmet intercom to your phone as normal. Indimate can be purchased from
www.indimate.info/shop for 129.95 Euros or around 114 Pounds Sterling.
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How it got started

Indimate was founded by Nicolas Rogers, an electronics engineering student at the University of 
Warwick. Like so many other avid motorcycle enthusiasts, the habit of forgetting to turn off his 
indicators was starting to nag at him. Being electronics-savvy, he decided to fix it. Through a long 
process of developing and refining prototypes, Nicolas arrived at the solution now known as Indi-
mate.

Indimate Details

 Frequently Asked Questions
  
  Q: Will Indimate drain my bike’s battery?
  A: No. Indimate switches itself off completely when not in use.

  Q: Can I listen to music and navigation from my phone while using Indimate?
  A: Yes, the indicator sounds will play in the background by default.

  Q: What if there is a problem with my order?
  A: You are entitled to a 30-day money back guarantee upon arrival of your parcel.

  Q: Do I have to pay additional customs fees?
  A: No, that’s all handled by Indimate. You only pay what you see at checkout.

  More FAQs at: www.indimate.info/faq

 Interesting Features

• Automatic Connection – Indimate will automatically connect to your phone when 
you turn on an indicator. You do not have to open the app or even turn on the screen.

• Automatic Volume Adjustment – The volume of the indicator sounds will adjust to 
your speed. They are audible on the motorway, and unobtrusive at traffic lights.

• Different Indicator sounds – The app lets you choose between 10 different indicator 
sounds.

• Stereo Volume – The left indicator plays through the left-, while the right indicator 
plays through the right speaker.

…and many more!
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